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JURISDICTION 
The Ut a h Supre me C o \ i rt h a s j \ i risdi c t i o n i n t his matter 
pursuant to Section 7 8- 2 2 . ( 3 ) ( j ) , Utah Cocle Annotated, as 
ame nde d. However , purs uant t o f: he IJ t ah Supre me Court's po w e r t • i 
transfer cases to the Utah Court of Appeals, Section 78-2-2.(4), 
Utah Code Annotated, as amended, this matter has been transferred 
t o t h e U t a h C o u r t o f A p p e a 1 s . .-ecMor. 7 3 - .: .-t - - . z ) k ) . 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES 
and 
STANDARD OF APPELLATE REVIEW 
T h e r e a r e t .1 :i r • 2 e :i s s i i e s p r e s e i 11 • B d j i i t: 1: i :i s a p p e a 1. T h e 
first i s s u e i s a f a c t u a 1 c h a 11 e n g e a n d t h e s e c o n d a n d ',;•*:. J 3 
i s s u e s a r e c o n c 1 u s i o n s o f I a w c h a 11 enges. 1 n Oh line Corp. *-?. 
Granite Mi 11 , 349 P . 2ci 602 (I ! 1:ah App . 1993 ) t:hi s c< >i ;ir 1: 
r e 11 e r a t e d t h e s t a n d a r d o f r e v i e w f o r t: h e s e i s s u e s a n d stated a s 
follows: 
T o s u c c e s s f u 11 y c hallenge a t: r i a 1 c o u r t' s f i n d i n g s 
of fact on appea 1, "[a ] n appe11ant must marshal the 
evidence in support of the findings and then 
demonstrate that despite this evidence, the r.riji 
court' s f indings are so lacking in s\ ipport «s r.:) ';-e 
'against the clear weight of the evidence," ::a.is 
making them ' ; :: 1 early erroneous. " 
"!.:.: ^ ;;::: -eviews i \ricA .-cur:': 'inclusions of 
law :~or ^orrerzizn :f err:r. In "hort, " -/e accord 
conclusions - z I a w \o ;ir"::t:' t:" ; ~»' -  r e n c e , b \ 11 
^v1, ^ w * h e in f i r c o r r e c t n e s s . 
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The first issue is whether the court's finding of fact 
that Westfalia Systemat's reliance upon the Plaintiff's falsified 
document was not harmful, is clearly erroneous or not. The 
second issue is whether the trial court should have legally 
concluded that the Plaintiff was liable for his fraud. The third 
issue is whether the trial court should have legally concluded 
that Westfalia Systemat must bear all of the financial liability 
for the unauthorized, adverse acts of its agent, which were done 
in concert with the Plaintiff. 
DETERMINATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS, 
STATUTES, ORDINANCES, RULES AND REGULATIONS 
None 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Nature of the Case 
This case is essentially a breach of contract action. The 
Plaintiff originally filed a Complaint alleging breach of 
contract and asking for an adjudication of rights on the 
underlying promissory note and security agreement. 
Westfalia Systemat answered denying wrongdoing and 
counterclaimed for four types of relief: 
1. An injunction, enjoining and restraining the Plaintiff 
from unilaterally cancelling his milk assignment; 
2. A declaratory ruling finding the contracts valid and 
enforceable; 
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3. A finding that the Plaintiff had defrauded Westfalia 
Systemat; and 
4. A finding that the balance due on the Plaintiff's 
promissory note was accelerated due to his fraud, making 
the entire balance due. 
Course of Proceedings 
Discovery was exchanged and concluded. The parties 
stipulated that Magic Valley would be excluded from the 
proceedings, with the agreement that it would dispense the milk 
assignment proceeds as directed by the court. A bench trial was 
subsequently held. 
Disposition of the Trial Court 
The court ordered the milk assignment terminated and the 
proceeds split between the Plaintiff and Westfalia Systemat, 
awarding Westfalia Systemat an amount equal to the items actually 
received by the Plaintiff, and not an amount equal to what the 
Plaintiff had documentarily stated he had received. The balance 
of the milk assignment money was then awarded to the Plaintiff. 
The court then dismissed all other claims with prejudice. A 
Notice of Appeal was filed. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
1. Wayne Buchanan had been a dealer for 10 years selling 
dairy equipment for Westfalia Systemat, a company maintaining 
offices in Elk Grove Village, Illinois. Transcript, pages 31 and 
32. 
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2. For the last ten years Wayne Buchanan's personal 
financial situation was such that Westfalia Systemat would only 
ship equipment to him by C.O.D., with third party co-signers, or 
with in-house financing. Transcript, page 33, and Findings of 
Fact, paragraph 13. 
3. In April, 1991, the Plaintiff agreed to buy certain 
milking equipment having a value of $14,000.00 from Wayne 
Buchanan, which purchase would be financed by Westfalia Systemat, 
after a $1,400.00 down payment and a $50.00 application fee, 
through a promissory note signed by the Plaintiff and secured by 
a security agreement, two UCC filings and a milk assignment. 
Transcript, pages 5 through 9, 34 through 40, and Addendum, items 
4, 5, 6, 8, and 9. 
4. After Westfalia Systemat had received the financing 
documents it required, it shipped a portion of the required 
milking equipment to Wayne Buchanan for delivery to the 
Plaintiff, as is shown in Plaintiff's Trial Exhibit 2, and Wayne 
Buchanan stated that he would provide the balance of the milking 
equipment to the Plaintiff from an order from a man named Roberts 
that had changed his mind about purchasing the milking equipment. 
Transcript, pages 41, 42, 50, 51, and 52; Addendum, items 10 and 
11. 
5. On September 4, 1991, Wayne Buchanan presented the 
Plaintiff a "Purchaser's Acknowledgment & Delivery Acceptance 
Receipt" confirming that the Plaintiff had received all of the 
ordered milking equipment, which document was presented to the 
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Plaintiff while he was milking and was signed by the Plaintiff 
with full knowledge of its falsity. Transcript, pages 58, 59, 
71, 72, 73, and 74; Findings of Fact, paragraph 14; and Addendum, 
item 7. 
6. The Plaintiff acknowledged that he could have told 
Wayne Buchanan to come back in an hour or two, to leave the 
document, which he would send back later, or to let him read it 
before he signed it, but he did none of these things. 
Transcript, page 73. 
7. The milking equipment that Wayne Buchanan had received 
for the Roberts order was never delivered. Wayne Buchanan has 
left the area and filed for bankruptcy. Transcript, pages 6, 64, 
and 65, and Findings of Fact 11, 12, and 14. 
8. In reliance upon the Plaintiff's signed "Purchaser's 
Acknowledgment & Delivery Acceptance Receipt," Westfalia Systemat 
submitted to Wayne Buchanan $14,000.00 in cash or in satisfied 
invoices and sent the previously signed milk assignment to Magic 
Valley, which began on October 15, 1991, to take out milk 
assignment monies from the Plaintiff and send them to Westfalia 
Systemat for five months. Transcript, page 13, 14, 39, and 52, 
and Findings of Fact, 5 and 16. 
9. Westfalia Systemat did not learn of the falsity of the 
"Purchaser's Acknowledgment & Delivery Acceptance Receipt" until 
February 7, 1992, when the Plaintiff telephoned. Transcript, 52 
and 53, and Addendum, item 12. 
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SUMMARY OF AGRUMENT 
POINT I 
THE TRIAL COURTS FINDING OF FACT THAT WESTFALIA SYSTEMAT'S 
RELIANCE UPON THE PLAINTIFF'S FALSIFIED DOCUMENT 
WAS NOT HARMFUL WAS ERROR. 
The trial court found that Westfalia Systemat's reliance 
upon the Plaintiff's falsified document was not harmful because 
Westfalia Systemat did not part with anything of value when the 
falsified document was received. 
When Westfalia Systemat received the signed "Purchaser's 
Acknowledgment & Delivery Acceptance Receipt", it did three 
things: 
1. Submitted $14,000.00 in cash or satisfied invoices to 
Wayne Buchanan; 
2. Submitted the previously signed milk assignment to 
Magic Valley to begin repayment of the Plaintiff's loan; 
and 
3. Westfalia Systemat assumed the ordered milking 
equipment had been delivered to the Plaintiff, and 
thereafter did not follow up to make sure the Plaintiff 
received his ordered equipment. 
Thus, Westfalia Systemat took three actions which were harmful 
and which caused it to part with things of value. The trial 
court's finding of fact is in error and should be corrected. 
POINT II 
THE PLAINTIFF'S ACTIONS WERE FRAUDULENT, 
WHICH SHOULD HAVE BEEN FOUND AS A MATTER OF LAW, 
BUT IN ERROR WAS NOT. 
The trial court made findings of fact sufficient to 
establish fraud by the Plaintiff. However, the court did not 
conclude as a matter of law that there was fraud. 
The only element of fraud that might be questioned is the 
element of intent to deceive. However, this is a clear case of a 
reckless misrepresentation by the Plaintiff, which fulfills the 
intent to deceive element. The Plaintiff could have read the 
large print on the document prior to signing the delivery 
acceptance receipt, or he could have asked the coparticipant in 
the fraud to come back later, to leave the document, or to let 
him read it before he signed it. He did not. Instead, he acted 
recklessly. 
Thus, fraud should have been found as a matter of law but 
was not. 
POINT III 
PLACING LIABILITY ON WESTFALIA SYSTEMAT 
FOR THE PLAINTIFF'S FRAUD WAS ERROR. 
The trial court made the defrauding Plaintiff whole and 
placed total liability on Westfalia Systemat, which was an error. 
Parties to a fraud are liable for their joint 
participation. In this situation, Wayne Buchanan was a joint 
participant and an agent of Westfalia Systemat. In general, a 
principal is bound by acts of its agent. However, this is not 
true if the agent is acting adversely to the principal, as in 
this case. 
However, there is an exception to these rules if the agent 
is acting within the apparent scope of the agent's authority 
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cash or satisfied invoices, and it gave up any attempt to make 
sure the milking equipment it had conveyed to Wayne Buchanan 
actually was delivered to the Plaintiff. 
It should be noted that the milking equipment the 
Plaintiff bought from Westfalia Systemat was to be supplied by 
Wayne Buchanan from two sources. First, once Westfalia Systemat 
had received the financing documents it required and the 
$1,400.00 down payment and the $50.00 application fee, it had 
shipped a portion of the equipment directly to Wayne Buchanan for 
delivery to the Plaintiff. Transcript, pages 39, 40, and 50. 
Addendum, items 10 and 11. Second, Wayne Buchanan told Westfalia 
Systemat that he would provide the balance of the equipment to 
the Plaintiff from an order from a man named Roberts that had 
changed his mind about purchasing milking equipment after it had 
been shipped from Illinois to Utah by Westfalia Systemat to Wayne 
Buchanan. Transcript, pages 50-52. 
The signed and initialed "Purchaser's Acknowledgment & 
Delivery Acceptance Receipt" from the Plaintiff, confirmed that 
all of the milking equipment had been delivered. It was sent to 
Westfalia Systemat in Illinois. Westfalia Systemat reasonably 
relied on this falsified document. This reliance proved 
detrimental to Westfalia. Five months later the Plaintiff 
refused to pay for the milking equipment he had wrongly signed as 
having received, but did not really receive. The trial court 
awarded Westfalia Systemat only the value of the milking 
equipment that was actually received, i.e., the total contracted 
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for milking equipment, less the unreceived Roberts equipment. 
The trial court made this partial award to Westfalia Systemat 
relying upon the clearly erroneous finding of fact that Westfalia 
Systemat suffered no harm because it parted with nothing of value 
when it relied upon the Plaintiff's falsified document. 
The court should have found this reasonable reliance by 
Westfalia Systemat was harmful and awarded Westfalia Systemat the 
relief it sought. 
POINT II 
THE PLAINTIFF'S ACTIONS WERE FRAUDULENT, WHICH 
SHOULD HAVE BEEN FOUND AS A MATTER OF LAW, 
BUT IN ERROR WAS NOT. 
The elements of fraud in Utah are well established. They 
have been stated as follows: 
The elements of actionable fraud to be proved are a 
false representation of any existing material fact, 
made knowingly or recklessly for the purpose of 
inducing reliance thereon, upon which plaintiff 
reasonably relies to his detriment. 
Schwartz v. Tanner, 576 P.2d 873, 875 (Utah 1978), citing Pace v. 
Parrish, 247 P.2d 373 (Utah 1952). See also Taylor v. Gasor, 607 
P.2d 293 (Utah 1980). 
The trial court made findings of fact sufficient to 
establish fraud by the Plaintiff, but then failed to conclude as 
a matter of law that there was fraud. The court found as 
follows: 
. . . The purchaser's acknowledgment dated 
September 4, 1991, which was signed by plaintiff, 
was presented to him by Buchanan, and it was signed 
by plaintiff with full knowledge that he had not 
received the equipment which he had ordered, and 
further, Buchanan knew that plaintiff had not 
received all of said equipment, but again promised 
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him that it would be forthcoming. Accordingly, 
even though the information contained on said 
document is false, its falsity was known by both 
Buchanan and plaintiff, . . . 
Findings of Fact, paragraph 14. 
The Plaintiff freely admitted signing a paper that was 
presented to him by Wayne Buchanan and that he could have read 
it, but did not. Transcript, pages 72-74. There was also no 
question that the information conveyed in that paper was false, 
which paper turned out to be the "Purchasers Acknowledgment & 
Delivery Acceptance Receipt." Findings of Fact, paragraph 14. 
Westfalia Systemat then reasonably relied upon this document to 
its detriment. 
The only element of fraud that might be questioned is the 
element of intent to deceive. Intent to deceive was recently 
discussed by the Utah Court of Appeals in Galloway v. AFCO 
Development Corp., 777 P.2d 506 (Utah App. 1989), wherein it was 
The intent to deceive, required for common law 
fraud, may be inferred where a misrepresentation is 
voluntarily communicated to the victim with 
knowledge that it is false, or without knowing 
whether it is true or false but knowing that the 
victim is likely to rely on it. Thus, as noted in 
Pace v. Parrish, it is sometimes said that a 
"reckless" misrepresentation, made "knowing that 
the [the misrepresenter] had insufficient knowledge 
upon which to base such a representation" is 
tantamount to the intent to deceive. 
777 P.2d at 509. 
This is a clear case of a "reckless" misrepresentation by 
the Plaintiff. It should be remembered that the Plaintiff was in 
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Utah and Westfalia Systemat was in Illinois. The falsified 
document on its face in upper case letters reads, 
"PURCHASER'S ACKNOWLEDGMENT & DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE RECEIPT." 
The Plaintiff must have been able to at least notice the larger 
letters when he signed and initialed the document. Addendum, 
item 7. The Plaintiff can at most claim he recklessly signed the 
final document that completed the parties' transaction and caused 
Westfalia Systemat to proceed to its detriment. He had knowledge 
that Westfalia Systemat simply did not have. He acted recklessly 
and thus participated in a fraud against Westfalia Systemat. 
The Plaintiff acknowledges he was asked to sign the 
document by Wayne Buchanan. At trial he freely admitted that he 
could have asked Wayne Buchanan to come back, to leave the 
document, which he would send back later, or to simply let him 
read it before he signed it. Transcript, page 73. There was no 
force or coercion. There was simply reckless conduct by the 
Plaintiff rising to the level of fraud which should have been 
found. It should have been so concluded by the trial court as a 
matter of law. 
POINT III 
PLACING LIABILITY ON WESTFALIA SYSTEMAT 
FOR THE PLAINTIFF'S FRAUD WAS ERROR. 
The two parties to this fraud were Wayne Buchanan and the 
Plaintiff. Parties to a fraud are subject to imposition of 
liability for their joint participation. Schwartz v. Tanner, 
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576 P.2d 873, 875 (Utah 1978). Wayne Buchanan has left the area 
and filed for bankruptcy. Findings of Fact, paragraph 12. The 
remaining joint participant in the fraud was the Plaintiff, who 
should have been made liable. However, the trial court chose to 
make the Plaintiff whole and to place total liability on 
Westfalia Systemat, which was an error. 
The only possible justification for this action of the 
trial court is its finding that Westfalia Systemat had known 
about Wayne Buchanan's financial situation for ten years, but had 
not advised the Plaintiff. Findings of Fact, paragraph 13. 
There is no evidence that Wayne Buchanan defrauded anyone else. 
This is the only known incident involving Wayne Buchanan. 
Consequently, it makes no sense for the trial court to make 
Westfalia Systemat liable for the Plaintiff's fraud, just because 
Westfalia Systemat did not advise the Plaintiff that Wayne 
Buchanan had had financial difficulties. 
The crucial day in this action was September 4, 1991, when 
Wayne Buchanan took the "Purchaser's Acknowledgment & Delivery 
Acceptance Receipt" to the Plaintiff and had it fraudulently 
signed by the Plaintiff. There is no dispute about this event. 
The only question is, what are the legal effects of these joint 
actions? 
The general rule is that a principal is bound by the acts 
of its agent. However, there is a well established exception to 
that rule. The knowledge and actions of an agent acting 
adversely to the principal cannot be imputed to the principal. 
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Powerine Co. v. Russell's, Inc., 135 P.2d 906, 912 (Utah 1943). 
In Wells v. Walker Bank & Trust Co., Inc., 590 P.2d 1261 (Utah 
1979), the Supreme Court stated that "if the employee is not so 
authorized and is acting in his own interest, and not in 
furtherance of his employer's business, the latter would not be 
bound by his act." 590 P.2d at 1264. 
Wayne Buchanan received $14,000.00 either in cash or in 
satisfied invoices upon presentment to Westfalia Systemat of the 
signed "Purchaser's Acknowledgment & Delivery Acceptance 
Receipt". Transcript, page 39. His presentation to the 
Plaintiff of that document was undoubtedly an act done in his own 
self-interest, which was adverse to his principal's interest. As 
a matter of law it cannot be imputed to Westfalia Systemat. 
There is a further recognized exception to this exception 
to the general rule. If the agent is acting within the agent's 
apparent scope of authority, then a principal will not be allowed 
to deny such authority against "innocent third parties" that 
relied on such authority. Forsyth v. Pendleton, 617 P.2d 358, 
360 (Utah 1980). The Plaintiff as the signer of the falsified 
document is not an "innocent third party" entitled to protection 
of this exception. 
The Plaintiff's joint actions with Wayne Buchanan's merit 
appropriate treatment. The Utah Supreme Court has stated: 
Nor will the courts apply the general rule and 
impute knowledge of the agent's acts and 
representations to the principal for the benefit of 
one who colludes with the agent to cheat or defraud 
the principal. 
Powerine Co. v. Russell, Inc., 135 P.2d at 912. 
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The trial court has violated this rule from the Powerine 
case by placing liability on Westfalia Systemat for the 
Plaintiff's fraudulent act. 
The trial court gave the "Purchaser's Acknowledgment & 
Delivery Acceptance Receipt" full validity, as if it were an 
authorized act, done for Westfalia Systeraat's benefit, with a 
non-colluding, innocent third party. That is error. 
Westfalia Systemat had no idea that the milking equipment 
had not been delivered, as stated in the September 4, 1991, 
document, until the Plaintiff telephoned on February 7, 1992. 
Transcript, page 52. That was a full five months later. 
The Plaintiff knew that things were not right from the day 
he wrongfully signed the "Purchaser's Acknowledgment & Delivery 
Acceptance Receipt". He was reminded on a monthly basis 
thereafter as each of the milk assignment deductions occurred 
starting October 15, 1991. Record, pages 71-73. 
The trial court ignored these legal principles and 
rewarded the Plaintiff for his wrongdoing by treating him like an 
innocent third party and placing total financial liability on 
Westfalia Systemat. The law requires liability to be assessed to 
joint participants in fraud. Schwartz v. Tanner, 576 P.2d 873, 
875 (Utah 1978). It was error by the trial court to have placed 
liability on Westfalia Systemat and to exonerate the wrong-doer, 
the Plaintiff, from liability by making him whole. 
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CONCLUSION 
The trial court, after hearing the evidence, took several 
actions, which did not conform with the evidence or its own 
findings that caused it to reach an erroneous decision. 
First, the trial court found factually that Westfalia 
Systemat's reliance upon the Plaintiff's falsified document was 
not harmful. The court made this finding even though Westfalia 
Systemat conveyed $14,000.00 in cash or satisfied invoices to the 
co-participant in the fraud, along with initiating a milk 
assignment and assuming that the falsified document was correct 
and no longer trying to determine if the ordered milking 
equipment had been delivered. This finding of fact is clearly 
erroneous and in error. 
Second, the trial court made findings of fact sufficient 
to establish fraud by the Plaintiff, but did not so conclude as a 
matter of law that there was fraud. The only questionable 
element of fraud is intent to deceive and that was established by 
the Plaintiff's reckless misrepresentation. The court of appeals 
should conclude as a matter of law that the Plaintiff acted 
fraudulently. 
Thirdf the trial court placed liability on Westfalia 
Systemat for the Plaintiff's fraud, which conclusion is not in 
conformance with the law and is in error. Joint participants in 
fraud are liable for their actions. A principal is not liable 
for the acts of an agent if ,ie agent is acting adversely to the 
principal, as in this case. The Plairtiff cannot claim to be an 
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innocent third party. The court of appeals should correct this 
legal error and as a matter of law make the Plaintiff liable for 
his fraudulent actions. 
Westfalia Systemat's request for a finding of fraud by the 
Plaintiff should be granted. The parties' contracts should be 
declared valid and enforceable and, due to the Plaintiff's fraud, 
the promissory note should be accelerated, making the entire 
balance due, along with attorney's fees and costs. The court 
should also reinstate the milk assignment in favor of Westfalia. 
Anything short of this relief rewards the Plaintiff for his 
fraud, which is not acceptable. 
DATED this 27th day of April, 1994. 
PAUL D. LYMAN 
Attorney for Westfalia Systemat 
MAILING CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that a full, true and correct copy of 
the above and foregoing BRIEF OF APPELLANT was placed in the 
United States mail at Richfield, Utah, with first-class postage 
thereon fully prepaid on the ( {fo*—* day of April, 1994, 
addressed as follows: 
Mr. Marcus Taylor 
Attorney at Law 
P. 0. Box 728 
Richfield, Utah 84701 
Mr. Miles P. Jensen 
Attorney at Law 
P. 0. Box 525 
Logan, Utah 84321 
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ADDENDUM 
1. Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, October 5, 1993 
2. Judgment of Dismissal, October 5, 1993 
3. Notice of Appeal, October 28, 1993 
4. Promissory Note, April 22, 1991, two pages, Trial Exhibit 8 
5. Installment Sale and Security Agreement, April 22, 1991, 
two pages, Trial Exhibit 9 
6. Assignment of Monies Due (Milk Assignment), September 6, 1991 
Trial Exhibit 11 
7. Purchaser's Acknowledgment & Delivery Acceptance Receipt, 
September 4, 1991, Trial Exhibit 12 
8. UCC-1, (State), September 23, 1991, Trial Exhibit 13 
9. UCC-1, (County), September 23, 1991, Trial Exhibit 14 
10. Invoice, May 6, 1991, Trial Exhibit 2 
11. Invoice, May 20, 1991, Trial Exhibit 2 
12. Stipulation Re: Milk Assignments, June 23, 1993, three pages 
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MARCUS TAYLOR (3203) 
LABRUM & TAYLOR 
ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF 
175 NORTH MAIN STREET 
P.O. BOX 728 
RICHFIELD, UTAH 84701 
(801) 896-6484 
IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WAYNE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
GAROLD HORROCKS, * FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Plaintiff, * 
vs. * 
WESTFALIA SYSTEMAT, a division * 
of Centrico, Inc., and MAGIC 
VALLEY QUALITY MILK PRODUCERS, * CASE NO. 920600010 
INC., 
• 
Defendants. JUDGE DON V. TIBBS 
This cause was tried to the court sitting without a jury on 
June 24, 1993, the Honorable Don V. Tibbs, Sixth Judicial District 
Court Judge presiding, plaintiff appearing in person and by counsel, 
defendant Westfalia Systemat, a division of Centrico, Inc., appearing 
by its agent, Richard Blanford, and by its counsel, defendant Magic 
Valley Quality Milk Producers, Inc., not appearing, the parties having 
previously stipulated that said defendant need not participate in 
trial proceedings and that its only responsibility was to disburse 
monies now held by it in escrow to the party or parties as ordered by 
the court, eviaence having been offered and received, argument by 
counsel having been entertained, now based thereon, THE COURT FINDS 
AND CONCLUDES AS FOLLOWS: 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
Horrocks vs. Westfalia Systemat, et al 
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FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. Plaintiff is a dairy farmer doing business at Fremont, 
Wayne County, Utah. He began discussing a business transaction with 
Wayne G. Buchanan, doing business as Southern Utah Dairy Supply, early 
in 1991. Their discussions related to the potential purchase by 
plaintiff of certain dairy equipment to upgrade plaintiff's milking 
barn. 
2. Buchanan held himself out as an agent for defendant 
Westfalia Systemat in his discussions and negotiations with plaintiff, 
and never advised plaintiff at any time that he had any relationship 
to defendant Westfalia other than as its agent. 
3. The negotiations between plaintiff and Buchanan led to 
interaction between plaintiff and defendant Westfalia Systemat in that 
they prepared, signed and exchanged contract documents, and later 
discussed their business transactions by telephone, and defendant 
Westfalia Systemat: accepted a personal check written by plaintiff 
dated April 22, 1991 in the amount of $1,450.00 which was paid by 
plaintiff to defendant Westfalia Systemat as a down payment for the 
purchase of dairy equipment. During all of said discussions, 
negotiations, and interaction, defendant Westfalia Systemat held 
Buchanan out as its agent. 
4. By virtue of the contract documents entered into 
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between plaintiff and defendant Westfalia Systemat, plaintiff agreed 
to purchase certain dairy equipment, but he was unable to pay the 
purchase price in full, and Buchanan made arrangements for defendant 
Westfalia Systemat to finance the deferred purchase price for the 
equipment which plaintiff intended to purchase. The total purchase 
price for the equipment was $14,000.00. 
5. The contract documents entered into between the parties 
included an application for financing dated April 9, 1991 which 
plaintiff submitted to defendant Westfalia Systemat, a promissory note 
dated April 22, 1991 whereby plaintiff promised to pay to defendant 
Westfalia Systemat the deferred purchase price for the dairy 
equipment, a security agreement dated April 17, 1991 whereby plaintiff 
granted to defendant Westfalia Systemat a lien against said dairy 
equipment to secure said promissory note; two milk assignments, both 
dated January 8, 1991, which date is in error, one assignment reciting 
that payments would commence in May of 1991, and the other reciting 
that payments would commence in September of 1991, each payment being 
an assignment by plaintiff to defendant Westfalia Systemat of monies 
which plaintiff would receive for the sale of milk products to 
defendant Magic Valley; UCC financing statements to be filed with the 
Utah Secretary of State and Wayne County; and a purchaser's 
acknowledgment of receiving equipment, dated September 4, 1991, 
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executed by plaintiff, and forwarded to defendant Westfalia Systemat. 
6. Each of said documents were prepared by defendant 
Westfalia Systemat and forwarded to Buchanan who in turn secured the 
signature thereon of plaintiff and returned the documents to Westfalia 
Systemat. 
7. The majority of said documents were drafted, signed, 
and returned to defendant Westfalia Systemat in April of 1991, and 
thereafter, defendant Westfalia Systemat shipped dairy equipment 
having a value of $4,853.80. Said equipment was delivered to 
plaintiff. 
8. Prior to any negotiations between plaintiff and 
defendant Westfalia Systemat, and prior to any negotiations between 
plaintiff and Buchanan, defendant Westfalia Systemat had shipped other 
dairy equipment to Buchanan which the latter intended to sell to 
another party by the name of Roberts. However, Roberts declined to 
complete the purchase of said equipment, and same remained in the 
possession of Buchanan, and Buchanan intended to use that equipment to 
fill the equipment order which had been made by plaintiff. However, 
Buchanan never delivered any of said remaining equipment to plaintiff. 
9. The documents which were signed by plaintiff were 
presented to him by Buchanan while he was engaged in milking 
operations, and plaintiff signed said documents without careful 
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attention to them. Buchanan represented to plaintiff that the 
equipment would be forthcoming to him, and plaintiff relied upon 
Buchanan's representations with the belief and understanding that he 
was an agent for defendant Westfalia Systemat. 
10. All of the acts and conduct on the part of Buchanan 
were performed as an agent of defendant Westfalia Systemat. 
11. Plaintiff did not receive all of the property which he 
had agreed to purchase. 
12. Any claims which either party has against Buchanan are 
now valueless because he obtained a discharge in bankruptcy and left 
the area and his whereabouts are not known to either party, despite 
diligent search to locate him. 
13. Buchanan had been associated with defendant Westfalia 
Systemat for a period of approximately 10 years before the transaction 
with plaintiff. Buchanan had financial difficulties during that 
entire period of time, his financial difficulties were known by 
defendant Westfalia Systemat, and said defendant undertook 
precautionary measures in dealing with Bucnanan because of said 
financial problems. However, defendant Westfalia Systemat never at 
any time advised plaintiff that Buchanan was in difficult financial 
circumstances. 
14. Defendant Westfalia Systemat was advised of the failure 
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of the sale to Roberts, was advised by Buchanan that he intended to 
sell said equipment to plaintiff, and defendant Westfalia Systemat 
encouraged him to do so, but did not explain said circumstances to 
plaintiff. The purchaser's acknowledgment dated September 4, 1991, 
which was signed by plaintiff, was presented to him by Buchanan, and 
it was signed by plaintiff with full knowledge that he had not 
received the equipment which he had ordered, and further, Buchanan 
knew that plaintiff had not received all of said equipment, but again 
promised him that it would be forthcoming. Accordingly, even though 
the information contained on said document is false, its falsity was 
known by both Buchanan and plaintiff. Said document was submitted to 
defendant Westfalia, but any reliance placed upon said document by 
defendant Westfalia was not harmful to it because it did not part with 
anything of value in consequence of any such reliance. 
15. The promissory note sued upon by de* sndant Westfalia 
Systemat in its counterclaim fails because of want of consideration 
because the equipment which plaintiff ordered was' never received by 
him except for equipment having a value of $4,853.80. 
16. Defendant Magic Valley disbursed to defendant Westfalia 
Systemat five monthly payments in the amount of $311.07 each from milk 
proceeds otherwise payable to plaintiff. Defendant Magic Valley has 
since retained the sum of $311.07 monthly from proceeds otherwise 
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payable to plaintiff for the sale of milk products, and the monies so 
retained are now held in escrow by defendant Magic Valley. 
17. The sum of $1,450.00 which plaintiff paid to defendant 
Westfalia Systemat for a down payment was utilized to the extent of 
$50.00 as a processing fee. The balance of said sum of $1,400.00 is 
a credit in favor of plaintiff, and the five payments of $311.07 each 
which defendant Magic Valley disbursed to defendant Westfalia Systemat 
are likewise credits in favor of the plaintiff. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. Defendant Westfalia Systemat should have and recover of 
plaintiff the sum of $4,853.80, together with interest thereon at the 
rate of 12% per annum from and after May 20, 1991, less the sum of 
$1,400.00, received at or before said date, and less the additional 
five monthly milk assignment disbursements of $311.07 each, which 
should be credited against said balance as of the respective dates 
when disbursed. 
2. The balance of the monies held in escrow by defendant 
Magic Valley should be disbursed to defendant Westfalia Systemat to 
the extent necessary to satisfy in full the balance of said $4,853.80, 
after credits as aforesaid, and if insufficient, defendant Westfalia 
Systemat should have judgment against plaintiff for said sum. If more 
than sufficient, the excess should be paid over and disbursed to 
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p l a i n t i f f . 
3. To the extent recited above, the court finds in favor 
of plaintiff on his complaint, and against defendant Westfalia 
Systemat on its counterclaim. 
4. After disbursement of the monies now held by defendant 
Magic Valley, judgment should enter in favor of defendant Westfalia 
Systemat and against plaintiff if said monies are deficient, or if not 
deficient, judgment of dismissal with prejudice should enter as 
against all parties and all claims in this cause. 
5. All contract documents among the parties should be 
extinguished and annulled, including said milk assignments which were 
given by plaintiff to defendant Magic Valley and said defendant should 
forthwith cease and terminate any further retention and disbursement 
of monies thereunder. 
DATED this A ^ day of October, 1993. 
BY THE COURT 
DON V. TIBBS, DISTRICT JUDGE 
, L MAILING CERTIFICATE 
On the / J day of September, 1993, I mailed a copy of the 
foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW by United States 
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mail, first-class postage thereon, to: Paul D. Lyman, Attorney at Law/ 
250 North Main, Richfield, Utah 84701. 
VVAY.^ECO'J^lV 
MARCUS TAYLOR (3203) 
LABRUM & TAYLOR 
ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF 
175 NORTH MAIN STREET 
P.O. BOX 728 
RICHFIELD, UTAH 84701 
(801) 896-6484 
IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WAYNE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
GAROLD HORROCKS, * JUDGMENT OF DISMISSAL 
Plaintiff, * 
vs. * 
WESTFALIA SYSTEMAT, a division * 
of Centrico, Inc., and MAGIC 
VALLEY QUALITY MILK PRODUCERS, * CASE NO. 920600010 
INC. , 
Defendants. JUDGE DON V. TIBBS 
This cause was tried to the court sitting without a jury on 
June 24, 1993, the Honorable Don V. Tibbs, Sixth Judicial District 
Court Judge presiding, plaintiff appearing in person and by counsel, 
defendant Westfalia Systemat, a division of Centrico, Inc., appearing 
by its agent, Richard Blanford, and by its counsel, defendant Magic 
Valley Quality Milk Producers, Inc., not appearing, the parties having 
previously stipulated that said defendant need, not participate in 
trial proceedings and that its only responsibility was to disburse 
monies now held by it in escrow to the party or parties as ordered by 
the court, evidence having been offered and received, argument by 
counsel having been entertained, findings and conclusions having been 
approved, the sum of $2,762.45 having been disbursed to Westfalia 
)cn 
<h Lj-iiUJli:. ;v 
<^L-i-. 
Judgment of Dismissal 
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Systemat, said amount being the total aue to said defendant, the 
balance of the funds in the sum of $2,339.11 having been returned to 
plaintiff, NOW THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED AS FOLLOWS: 
1. Each claim of each party in this cause is hereby 
dismissed with prejudice, no costs awarded. 
DATED this ? day of October, 1993. 
BY THE COURT 
DON V. TIBBS, DISTRICT JUDGE 
, MAILING CERTIFICATE 
0 n
 the I J day of September, 1993, I mailed a copy of the 
foregoing JUDGMENT OF DISMISSAL by United States mail, first-class 
postage thereon, to: Paul D. Lyman, Attorney at Law, 250 North Main, 
Richfield, Utah 84701. 
Paul D. Lyman #4522 
Attorney for Defendant 
Westfalia Systemat 
250 North Main Street 
Richfield, Utah 84701 
Telephone! (801) 896-6812 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR WAYNE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
GAROLD HORROCKS, 
Plaintiff, Appellee : NOTICE OF APPEAL 
and Respondent, 
vs. 
WESTFALIA SYSTEMAT, a division 
of Centrico, Inc., and MAGIC 
VALLEY QUALITY MILK PRODUCERS, INC.
 f 
Defendants, with 
Westfalia being the 
Appellant and 
Petitioner. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Defendant and Appellant, Westfalia 
Systemat, a division of Centrico, Inc., through its counsel, Paul D. Lyman, 
hereby appeals the entire Judgment or Dismissal entered October 8, 1993, of 
the Honorable Judge Don V. Tibbs, of the Sixth District Court, Wayne County, 
Utah, to the Utah State Supreme Court. 
DATED this T~^ aY °£ October, 1993. 
PAUL D. LYMAN ,; 
Attorney for Appellant/Petitioner 
Civil No. 9555 
Judge Don V. Tibbs 
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MATLTNG CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that a full, true and correct copy of the above and 
foregoing NOTICE OF APPEALS and BOND FOR COSTS was placed in the United States 
mail at Richfield, Utah, with first-class postage thereon fully prepaid, on 
the L * day of October, 1993, addressed as followst 
Mr. Marcus Taylor 
Attorney at Law 
P. 0. Box 728 
Richfield, Utah 84701 
Mr. Miles P. Jensen 
P. 0. Box 525 
Logan, Utah 84323-0525 
'XJ OL 
(WBSTFAU4) WESTFALIA SYSTEMAT 
DIVISION OF CENTRICO, INC. 
PROMISSORY NOTE 
The words "you" and "your" refer to each and all of the persons who sign below as a Maker. The 
word Payee refers to Westfalia Systemat, a Division of Centricof Inc. 
PROMISE TO PAY: You promise to pay to the Order of Payee or Payee's Assignee the principal amount 
,f ^ ^ e P o ^ S ^ n H l n e " " " D M r s U M . Q M . 9 f i ). on April 17,, 1 991 You promise 
ro make 60 monthly interest and principal payments of this Promissory Note and at maturity 
May 20, 19 91 at the interest described below until the principal amount is beginning cn_ 
paid in full. 
INTEREST RATE: Interest will be imposed at the interest rate checked below, 
pay interest until the principal amount is paid in full. 
You will continue to 
(Fixed) |_| 
in effect on the rate of this note; OR 
above the prime rate (as defined on the reverse side of this note) 
ote; OR 
(Prime) IXI at a variable rate of TTrrgg percent per yeai above the prime rate (as such 
prime rate is defined on the reverse side of this Note). The interest rate shall be reviewed at 
the end of the first twelve-month period after the date of this Note and thereafter at the end of 
each subsequent twelve-month period. If the prime rate has increased, the Payee will adjust the 
interest rate upward but not more than two percent (2%) per year. If the prime rate has 
decreased, the Payee will adjust the interest rate downward but not below the initial interest 
rate in effect durina the first twelve months after the date of this Note. 
In no event shall the interest rate payable on this Promissory Note exceed the maximum rate of 
interest permissible by applicable law. 
PREPAYMENT: You can pay off your balance any time before it is due without penalty. On 
prepayments, you must pay the interest due up to the day of your prepayment. 
SECURITY 
To protect the Payee if you don't pay, or if the entire balance becomes due because you break any 
other promise in this Promissory Note (see "Additional Promises for Secured Transactions" Section 
on the other side), you give the Payee: 
A security interest in the following property (referred to in this Promissory Note as the 
Collateral), including all proceeds of the Collateral, replacements of the Collateral, additions 
to the Collateral, and substitutions for the Collateral: 
(10) Milkers, (10 ACR'S « (2) Stalls 
ENTIRE BALANCE DUE: If you haven't made a payment when you promised to make it, or if an Event of 
Default happens (these are explained below), the entire balance shall become due and payable at 
once without any notice or demand by the Payee. If your entire balance becomes due, the Payee has 
the right to charge interest on the unpaid balance at the same rate shown in the "Interest Rate" 
Section of this Promissory Note from the time it becomes due until you pay it in full. 
EVENTS OF DEFAULT: 
1. if you break one of your promises under this Promissory Note or any 
other agreement you may have with the Payee; or 
2. if you made any false or misleading statement in obtaining credit; or 
3. if you become insolvent or file for bankruptcy; or 
4. if you die or become incompetent; or 
5. if any creditor tries by legal process to take any of your property or money. 
COLLECTION COSTS: If your entire balance becomes due, you agree to pay all the Payee's costs 
{including attorney's fees and court costs) in collecting on this Promissory Note, including the 
costs of obtaining and enforcing a judgement for any balance due on this Promissory Note. 
ACKOWLEDGEMENT: You acknowledge that you have received a copy of this Promissory Note which was 
complete. 
MORE THAN ONE BORROWER: When you sign below as a Borrower, you understand you are fully 
responsible for the payment of this Promissory Note even if another person also signs this 
Promissory Note as a Borrower. The Payee does not have to notify you that any payment has not 
been made when due. The Payee can waive the terms of payment and release its security interest in 
tr.e Collateral without notifying you or releasing you from your responsibilities under this 
-rcmissory Note. 
borrower ^^^ Address 
/£>* 3 'r'TjL*^^ V-n?-?*' 
Date 
Borrower Address Date 
TRANSFER: The Pctyee has the right to transter and assign this Promissory Note to ofers. 
BIKDING EFFECT: Until you have paid in full youi loan to the Payee, this Promissory Note will be 
binding on you and all lutuie owners of the Collateral. four neirs ana legal representatives will 
also be responsible under this Promissory Note This Promissory Note is for the benefit of the 
Payee and tor the benefit of anyone to whom tnc Payee may transfer an: assign it. 
DELAY IN ENFORCEMENT: The Payee can delay enforcing any of its rights under this Promissory Note 
without losing them. Any waiver by the Payee or its rights under this Promissoty Note will not be 
a waiver by rhe Payee of the same light or m y ether right on any other occasion. 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS: It you change your address before this Promissory Note is paid in full, you 
agree to tell the Payee in writing or your new address. 
LAW THAT APPLIES: lliii. Promissory Note will be governed by the laws o: the State of New Jersey and 
the United states or America. It a court decides that any part ot chis Promissory Note is 
invalid, w.e lost of this Promissory Note will remain in effect 
ADDITIONAL PROMISES FOR SECURED LOANS 
OWNERSHIP: \.JU promise that you are the sole owner ot the Collateral. You promise not to give 
anyone else .1 ..e^uiity interest in the eolLaieial, 01 sell it, or l^^^,u it or give it away as long 
as your indebtedness to the Payee is unpaid I'OU promise to give the Payee any document it may 
need in order to perfect its security interest in the Collateral. 
OTHER PROMISES: You also promise to permit the Payee to inspect the Collateral at all reasonable 
times; and notity the Payee in writing immediately if the Collateral is damaged or stolen. 
REMEDIES ON DEFAULT: If you are in default and the Payee declares the entire balance on your loan 
due and payable in accordance with the term's of this Promissory Note, you promise to deliver any 
Collateral you hold to the Payee. If you don't the Payee can enter the premises where the 
Collateral is kept and take it without notice to you. The Payee can sell any Collateral at a 
public or private sale. If the law requires, the Payee will give you advance notice of the sale. 
The Payee may, to the extent permitted by law, pay the Payee expenses m repossessing, storing and 
selling the Collateral l including any attorney's fees) with the money the Payee receives from the 
sale. If the money the Payee receives is insufficient to repay what ycu owe the Payee you will 
still owe the Payee the difference. The Payee can exercise any of its rights against you or the 
Collateral without losing its rights against you or the Collateral. 
MAINTENANCE: You promise to maintain any Collateral that is in your possession in good condition 
and to protect it against loss, damage, and destruction from any cause. 
INSURANCE AND TAXES: You promise to keep the Collateral insured for its full value against loss or 
damage by fire, theft or other casualty. You can obtain this insurance from any insurance company 
acceptable to the Payee. The policy must say that the Payee is to be paid if there is a loss. If 
the Payee asks, you promise to deliver the policy, and deliver proof tr.at the insurance is in 
etf2ct, to the Payee. If the Payee receives payment of a claim, the Payee may choose to let you 
use the money to repan the damage to the Collateral, or the Payee may use the money to reduce 
your loan. 
You piomise to pay all taxes and tees relating to the Collateral. If the Payee asks, you promise 
to provide the Payee with proof of any ot these payments. The Payee can insure the Collateral 
with any insurance company it chooses, or pay any taxes or fees, if yc** do not (although the Payee 
doesn't have to}. It the Payee pays any insurance premiums, taxes or fees, the Payee will add the 
amount it pays to the amount of your loan. This amount is payable by you upon demand by the Payee 
with interest until paid at the Intorset Rate stated in the "Interest Rate" section of this 
Ptomissory Note. 
DEFINITION OF PRIME RATE: "Prime Rate" ^ the rate of interest announced from time to time in the 
Wall Street Journal as its "prime lending rate". 
GUARANTY: To induce the Payee to mahe this loan, tne u.dersigned unconditionally guarantees the 
full payment and performance of this Promissory Note. The obligations of this Promissory Note may 
be enforced directly against the undersigned without iirst seeking payr.cnt from the Borrower or 
any other guarantor. Nothing will cincel th.s Guaranty except the rull payment of the obligations 
t^ rhis Promissory Note. The undersigned agrees to any changes, waivers or extensions of this 
Promissory Note. The undersigned waives all notices which the undersigned might otherwise be 
entitled under law. Ir this Guaranty 1 >, M jned Ly more than one perscr., each ot the undersigned 
will be individually responsible toi the lull payment of this Promissory Note. The undersigned's 
heirs and legil representatives will also oe bound by this Guaranty. 
Guarantor Address Date 
Guarantor Address Date 
INSTALLMENT SALE AND SECURITY AGREEMENT 
(WESTFALIA) WESTFALIA SYSTEMAT DIVISION OF CENTRICO, INC. 
DATE A p r i l 17 , 1991 
Between (name) 
Address _ _ _ _ _ 
Garold Horrocks 
P.O. BOX 245 Fremont, UTAH 84747 
20 East HWY 119 Box 479, Glenwood. UT 84730 
(herein called the "Buyer"), and 
(Name) Southern Utah Dairy Supply 
(Dealer) 
( Address ) 
(herein called the "Seller", "Secured Party" 
SALES AGREEMENT. 
GOODS SOLD. The Seller hereby sells and the Buyer hereby buys, at the price and on the terms and 
conditions hereinafter set forth, the following described GOODS (herein called the "Collateral"): 
HO OTHER AGREEMENT, GUARANTEE OR WARRANTY, OF MERCHANTABILITY OR OTHERWISE, VERBAL OR WRITTEN, 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, SHALL LIMIT OR QUALIFY THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT. 
CASH PRICE 14,000.00 
2 . LESS: CASH DOWN PAYMENT $ l r 4 Q 0 . 0 0 
3. UNPAID BALANCE OF CASH PRICE $ 1 2 , 6 0 0 . 0 0 
4. OTHER CHARGES: 
INSURANCE 
5. AMOUNT FINANCED: 
$ 1,384.26 
* 
TERMS OF PAYMENT. the,Buyer J 
A/17791 
l n
 6 0 monthly installments, as The time balance shall be ,paid by 
provided in Buyer's Promissory Note to Sellef dated ,. „ . . _ _ 
due on the 20 th day of M a y 19 91 and each subsequent installment is due on the 
The first installment is 
same date of each month thereafter until the time balance is paid, 
agrees to pay the note and authorizes the detachment thereof. 
The Buyer covenants and 
OTHER CHARGES. In addition to the principal and interest of the note the Buyer shall pay to the 
Secured party upon demand: 
a. Expenses of Secured Party. All expenses incurred by the Secured Party to preserve or 
protect its interest in or realize on the collateral, including taxes, license fees, insurance 
premiums, costs of retaking and storing repossessed goods, court costs and counsel fees. 
b. Late Charge. A delinquency or collection charge on each installment in default for 
fifteen (15) days more in an amount not exceeding 5% of each installment or $5.00, whichever 
is the lesser. 
ASSIGNMENT OF AGREEMENT. 
a. This agreement may be assigned to westfalia Systemat, a Division of Centrico, Inc., 
(herein called the Assignee.) In the event of such assignment, the Assignee shall become the 
"Secured Party." 
b. Should the Buyer make payments to the Seller for transmittal to the Assignee, the Seller 
shall be acting as the agent for the Buyer and not as the agent of the Assignee. 
SECURITY INTEREST. To secure the performance of all the Buyer's obligations in this Agreement, 
any note signed in connection with this Agreement and any additional indebtedness represented by 
amounts which may be expended by the Secured Party in order to do or complete the Buyer's 
obligations under this Agreement, the Buyer grants the Secured Party a security interest in the 
goods described above together with all accessories, substitutions, additions, replacements, parts 
and accessions affixed to or used in connection with the goods. 
INSURANCE. Buyer will carry insurance on the collateral against fire, theft, and other casualty, 
including collision, if applicable, in an amount and with insurers satisfactory to the Secured 
Party, loss to be payable to the parties as their respective interests may then appear. In the 
event of any loss or damage to the collateral. Buyer forthwith shall notify the Secured Party in 
writing and file proofs of loss with the insurers layer, upon request, shall deliver to the 
Secured Party the Policies or certificates. 
USE AND LOCATION OF COLLATERAL 
Goods will be used for business purposes 
Fixtures. 
(1) If the qoods are to be attached to real estate, the address of the real estate 
^s 
(2) If the aoods are, or will be, attached to real estate prior to the perfection 
of the Secured Party's security interest. Buyer, on demand, will furnish the Secured Party with 
subordinations by all persons having any interest in the real estate. 
PREPAYMENT. The unpaid balance may be prepaid at any time without charge and any unearned finance 
charge will be refunded according to the ACTUARIAL refund method. 
THIS AGREEMENT INCLUDES ALL THE TERMS ON THE REVERSE SIDE HEREOF 
NOTICE TO BUYER 
DO NOT SIGN THIS CONTRACT IN BLANK. 
\OU ARE ENTITLED TO A COPY OF THE CONTRACT AT THE TIME YOU "IGN. 
KEEP IT TO PROTECT YOUR LEGAL RIGHTS 
BUYER ACKNOWLEDGES RECEIPT OF A COPY OF THIS CONTRACT AT THF TIME OF 
HE SIGNING THEREOF ON THE DATE HEREOF 
tilt I 
\ S e l l e r ) 
V - # l ~ < ^ - B » y e _ _ _ k _ f _ 5 _ _ ^ 3 _ 
QU/M/L 
(By Individual, Partner or Officer) 
Buye 
Buyer 
. - ,-, .*. ^ 4 w.c.^ 1 *..-«. u.^^uic- ~. LJK* Loiidterai, nor 
permit any lien or security interest therein, or . financing statement to be filed, other than 
that of the Secured Party. 
PRESERVATION. Duyci will maintain t he collateral in g ^  ;d cc\-iJ-.jn and repair and preserve it 
against loss, damage or deprcciation in value other than b/ reasonable wear. 
TAXES- Buyer will pay, when due, .ill taxes ana lirrrr.c tees relating to the collateral or its 
use. 
AUTHORITY TO SECURKD PARTY. Buyer authorizes the b-cCuicd [city, if buyer fails s to do, to do 
all t h m q s required of buyer and charge all its e.-.per.ses zz Buyer alter crediting any rebates on 
unearned insurance premiums. 
REMOVAL AND INSPECTION. Emyei will not remove trie collate: jl horn the specified location, except 
for normal and customary use for temporary pciiud-, without the prior written consent of the 
Secured Party and will permit the Secured Party to j.-u:t t:o collateral at any time. 
PERFECTION OF SECURITY INTEREST. nuycr will join w::-, the ^ . i c d Parry in executing, filing and 
doing whatever may be necessary ui.de: applicable i.i~ I<J
 t e : :«... t and :o»unuc the Secured Party's 
security uuoiest in the collateral, ail at buyei' - »/pen_o. 
GEN Kit AL 
LAW GOVERNING. All the terms herein, and the rights, J u u c , and remedies of the parties shall be 
governed by the Law of New Jersey. 
BURDEN AND I1KNKF1T. All the benefit hereof shall n.uie to the Secured P<* i t y, its successors and 
assigns, and the obligations shall be binding upon the buye;, his or its heirs, legal 
representatives, successors and assigns. 
GUARANTOR OR CO-MAKER. If there be more than one buyer, or a guarantor or co-maker of the note(s) 
or this agreement, the obligation or all shall oe primary and joint anc several. 
NON-WAIVER BY SECURED PARTY. The Secured Party shall not be deemed to have waived any of its 
rights under this or any other agreement or instrument signed by the Buyer unless the waiver is in 
writing signed by the Secured Party. No delay in exercising its rights shall be a waiver nor 
shall a waiver on one occasion operate as a'waiver ot such right on a future occasion. 
NOTICES. Each demand, notice or other conmmunicat ion shall be served or given by mail or 
telegraph addressed to the party at his address set rorth herein or as changed by written notice 
to the other party, or by personal service upon the party. Reasonable notice, when notice is 
required, shall be deemed to be S days. 
SEVERABILITY. Any part of this agreement contrary to the law of any stite having jurisdiction 
shall not invalidate other parts ot this agreement in that state. 
DEFAULT. Buyer shall be in default under this agreement upon the occurrence of any of the 
tollowing: 
1. Failure to pay when due the principal of or interest on any note. 
2. Failure by Buyer to keep, observe or perform any provision c: this agreement or any 
other agreement berwecn Buyer and the Secured Party. 
3. Misrepresentation, or material falsity ot any certificate or s'.atcmont made or furnished 
by Buyer to Secuted Party whether or not in connection with t:us agreement. 
4. Death of, or commencement of any insolvency proceedings by or against Buyer, or if Buyer 
becomes insolvent. 
REMEDIES OH DEFAULT. In addition to all the rights and remedies of a secured party upon default 
set forth in the Uniform Commercial Code, the note(s) and this agreement, the Secured Party may 
declare the balance immediately due and payable, and may require the 5ayer to assemble the 
collateral and make it available at a designated reasonably convenient place. 
NOTICE: SEE OTHER SIDE FOR IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
ASSIGNMENT BY SELLER TO WESTFALIA SYSTEMAT. A DIVISION OF CENTRICO. INC. 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, receipt whereof i _, hereby acknowledged, the undersigned hereby sells, assigns, 
transfers and sets over the above contract unto Centrico, Inc., 100 tj^rway Court, Northvale, New 
Jersey, its successors and assigns, hereinafter referred to as "Assignee**, including all right, 
title and interest in and to the property therein described and all moneys due and to become due 
and all rights and remedies under said contract, with power in said assignee to assign the same 
and either in assignee's own name or in the name ot the undersigned, :or the Assignee's exclusive 
Denefit, to take all such legal or orhcr proceedings as unaersigned miqr.: nave taken save for this 
assignment. To induce the Assignee 10 put chase ->uid contract and n^te mentioned therein, the 
undersigned warrants that tl) the aLovc contract is valid und eni orcLdLie and that the undersigned 
has compiled with all Federal and State laws and tequl.it ins regarding tr.is contract; (2) no part 
jt the down payment was loarcd te> or procured r^r the buyer 0/ the undersigned or anyone connected 
with undersigned; (3) title to .^»id described property ~as, at the : .n.e o: entering into said 
-ontract, vested in the und..-; s igned tin .r.j * ieai .ii .,n lions and enccjr.br ar.cor. to Assignee; (4) 
r he under: i.jnod now ha., I he iigh" and puwi i t.> »*. . i • |i i.d • i t I«. <e>._c;-t toi the lights ot buyers 
under the above i otit i ict ) , ( ii the buyer' , . igna t ,.i •*«, are genuine and tr.ey arc over 21 years of 
age and have legal capacity to contiact. an: it) i o t he best o: under -. c.ed's knowledge and 
beliefs h j the i t pi e sent a t ion en buyers' .tuU-wnc aie true, lb) bu/ers will not use or permit 
ttie use of trie above properly * n .relation f any laws .el lei > n^~s o: no defense, set-otf or 
counterclaim available to b-yer . or of any dispute with uuveis concerning the goods oi the buyers' 
liability to pay toi the same. This assignment I _» al.,o subject to an/ ccner agreements between 
the Sollei and the Assignee. 
The under, signed represents that the above contract is a correct siancnrnt of the above 
'nns.i^ti.jn and that 1 cory *^ the same, _. ined b", ui: undersigned r.j - been given to each ct the 
ruyeis, und tutthei that .ill d:scici.uie, i<g*,.iei by I ,w w u o made t-. * ' "* buyers prior to the 
( x.'oir i i.n C.J t n i s contract. 
IN WTj"Ni.:.b WHFHEGF. said "jnle:s.gned ha.t r.v r eunt^ subscribe:: .'..' , .' . wr t he i ! name, 
^ K i I l / l ) 
( '.el lei i 
(WESTFAUA) WESTFALIA S Y S T E M A T A DIVISION OF CENTRICO. INC. 
1862 BRUMMEL ORIVE • ELK GROVE, ILUNOIS 60007 • TEL: (708) 437-8660 
FAX: (708) 437-8724 
ASSIGNMENT OF MONIES DUE 
Garold Horrocks hereby authorize and direct Magic Valley to 
withhold from any monies due for the purcnase of milk or other dairy products by said 
company on the <??Vj? day °f each month the sum of $ 311.07 per month and pay to 
Westfalia Systemat, 1862 Brummel Drive, Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007(here in 
after "assignee"). 
I/We understand and agree there shall first be deducted from monies due on above 
indicated date any amount owing to said company and/or any amounts pledged under 
prior dated assignments. It is further agreed in the event the monies due on the 
late indicated, after deduction prior claims and assignments, do not equal the amount 
assigned, then only the amount due shall be paid to the Assignee described above. 
rhe first payment to the Assignee shall be on the <^r day ot Og^>/ . 19 / f , 
md shall continue as stipulated above until cancelled by written notice addressed to 
said company, Magic Vallev Quality Milk Producers, Inc. 
SUCH NOTICE MUST SIGNED BY BOTH ASSIGNEE & ASSIGNOR. 
ate: 01/08/9 1 
roducer No: 
Westfalia Svstemat 
Assignee; 
\ Division of Centrico. 
.nc. 
Garold Horrocks 
'.Assignor; 
(Assignor; 
P.O. BOX 245 
IAddress) 
Fremont, UT 8474: 
\ssignee; 
1862 Brummel Drive 
ilk Grove. IL o00Q7 
ie above statement has been acceDted 
(Address) 
- # -
Date 
rzr 
;FCTFAI IA "vrniA: 
wi^-ir/iLiiii zi^itiwn:, A Division or Centrico, Inc . 
1862 Brummel Drive, Elk Grave Vi l lage , I l l i n o i s 60007 
I. DESCPJPnCN OF FJRCHASED EQUIPMENT 
Milkers 
ACRfS 
Stalls 
PRICE 
$ 14,000.00 
CFMENT LOCATION: (If other than Billing address of Borruwar) 
City:__ set Address: 
lty: State: zip-. 
RJRCHASER'S ACKNOWIEDGMENT & DELTVERY ACCEPTANCE RECEIPT 
Lre pleased to confirm to you as follows: 
JL1 of the equipment described in the above Agreement(s) has been delivered to and 
•eceived by the undersigned Purchaser; that all installation or other work necessary 
jrlor to the use thereof has been completed; that said equipment has been examined and/ 
ir tested and is in good operating order and condition and is in all respects satisf ac-
:ory to the undersigned as represented, and that said equipment has been accepted by 
he undersigned and complies with all terms of the above Agreements. Consequently, 
ender is hereby authorized to pay for the purchased equipment and commence said Term 
'inance Agreement* 
ji the future, in the event that said equipment fails to perform as expected or repre-
sented, Purchaser will continue to honor the above Agreement(s) by continuing to make 
onthly payments in the normal course of business and will look solely to the seller or 
anufacturer for the performance of all covenants and warranties. In addition, Purchaser 
all indemnify Westfalia Systemat, A Division of Centrico, Inc., and hold them harmless 
xxm any nonperformance of the aforementioned equipment. 
. certificate shall not be considered to alter, construe, or amend the terms of the 
esaid Agreement(s). 
Garold Horrocks 
HASER (Complete legal Name) 
P.O. BOX 245 
ing Address 
Fremont, UT 84747 
County State 
) 836-2783 
L Phone 
Zip 
Date 
X ^^f2^f_j^2^T-^^ 
Southern Utah Dairy Supply 
SAIES CENTER 
20 East HWY 119 Box 479 
Address 
Glenwood, UT 84730 
City County- Sta te Zip 
( 801 ) 896-6766 
Area Phone 
Aft/fji/ k//A^^^- (v 
[Tfiff, ffastk' 
14P£fc>r(<) (Let Name' 
-* Garold Byrro&ka' \ 
P.O. BOX'246 
Fremont, DT 84747 
*1 
td«ffla^cSccAbrfltog j w n ^ ^ t o ^ U ^ o r m S m p j r d ^ C o d e : * ]x'hJMtuTJty"dMte (Umiy^ 
lo 
X Secured Paityflei} sod addresafet/ 
Soother** Btafc Dairy 
20 EHt H»T 119 Box 479 
Glen {food, DT 84730 
4. This fimndng statement coreri flie foflowing fypes (or form) erf property; 
(10) Milkers, (10) ACR'a 
C2) Stalls '*' ""* '" 
-£-Fc4$1Unf Officer 
(Dale, Time, Naftnber, and FDinf Office) 
2 9 ^ 7 7 1 
CC D£PT 
E OF UTAH 
. Aaa%ncc(i) dg Secured Partjnncf ^ddreaafet) 
A DtvSXoxt of Centrlco 
1862 Jffrummel Drive 
Elk Grove, XL 60007 
Thai atatemeot k filed without (be debtor'a aipiaturc lo perfect a aecorify Interest in collateral (cbec* £3 Jf ao) 
a already -aobject lo a acenrity Interest n another Juriaiflctioo wbea M waa IN ought Into thai atsta, 
^ wbkblifiroceedaoffheodi^cdlb^e^ Afc 
. c J__: t 42i : : * -«< ' " *' * * " ^ -AJV-
en 
ft CO 
Sbeeta. presented v C j , LJ Proccedi of CoaudenM arc aaio^ cofcf ed. rTOaPCO Off 1, w a r fa* mv MBD-C 
• • «i pHiwiii • • w-•! mum *m y.Q - . ;* f~ 
F ~^T 
icrffctArr 
t^i%k>*r. *- ' -ifr: 
„,: ^%^-^y jb«rt>J&— r* .? -^^L. •WW?*: 
' Signatures) of Ddxorfi) • ~/Sunature(s) of Secured Parities) 
STANDARD FORM - FORM UCC-1 
(2) FIIING OFFICER NliMfR/fAl 
UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE—FINANCING STATEMENT—FORM UCC-1 
INSTRUCTIONS 
REORDER FROM 
MOOERN LAW FORMS 
ELK GROVE VILLAGE I 
(708) 640 1688 
I PLEASE TYPE this form. Fold only along perforation for mailing 
2. Remove Stoned Party ind Debtor copies and send other 3 copies with interleaved carbon paper to the filing officer Enclose filing fee. 
3 If the spare provided for any nem<s) on the form » inadequate the ttem(s) should be continued on additional sheets, preferably S* x 8' or 8* x 10" 
Only one copy of such additional afaeets need be presented to the filing officer with a set of three copes of the financing statrmmt Long ThwhiW* of collateral, indentures, etc, may be on any size 
that s convenient for the secured party Indicate the number of additional sheets attached. 
4 If collateral a crops or goods which are or are to become fixtures, describe generally the real estate and give name of record owner 
1 When a copy ci tbc secunty agreement s used as a financing statement, rt a requested that it be accompanied by a completed but tmogrwj set of these forms, without extra fee. 
& At the time of original filing, filling officer should return third copy as an acknowledgement. At a Uter tune, secured party may date and sign Termination Legend and use third copy as a Terminal 
Statement, 
Tnii FINANCING STATEMENT h p w ^ ^ to the Uniform Coavatrdal Code: IMaftaratydafeflfavy* 
LDebtorfa) (Last Nasoe Ftot) tod addresses) 
Garold •Horroeks 
P.O. BOX £45 
Fremont, UT 84/4< 
2. Secured Parities) and addresses) 
Southern UTah Dairy Supply^ . 
20 East HWY 119 BOX 479 
Glenwood, UT 84730 
For F9oc Officer 
- 4 . That I I OOTBTB das lolowtox tfP** (** it****) of property; 
(10} Milkers, (lOVACR's 
(2)^Stalls 
SEC:21 . 2 2 . T27S ^R3E SLB&N 
(Date, Hate, Noavbcr, and FBog Office) 
FILED FOR RECORD AT REQUEST OF 
UESTFALIA SYSTEWAT DATE 9-23-91 
g 9:00 A.W. RECORDED IN BOOK 152 
OF .OFFICIAL f k o ^ P A G E 642 UAYNl 
^COUNTY UTAH RECORDS LONA BLACKBUf 
T f^aa^urlt')^ :^:"^ :^a lJgyL^ : :^A" , \ ~ 
Vfestf a l i a -S^stOpat 
^ D i v i s i o n of "Cehtrico 
1862 Brummel Drive 
Elk Grove, 1L 60007 
This Hull l i t • P-Tff-tttinat Itir a* lilnr^ a alflia-i in f - f Tl • inrrltj Vr-rr? *- nlntfi M (ilirrtr f*1 If in) 
l_J already subject to a security aasereat fa anodacr joi isdaitloo when at was brought' Into tfaas atate. 
LJ which is pracrrda of the origbaai cofaaerai dtau >Vd above in wfaacfa a i 
Check H at cowed: LJ Proceeds of Cualateral are also covered. DrHt»dnctsofCc4bsfers«,SYeaiso No. of ndnwfcwaal Shrets presented: 
Fled County Recirders Office - Wayne 
^~~ Signature{s) of Dcbtorts) 
*^&TZ^ 
(1) RUNG OFFICER COPY ALPHABETICAL 
Br- Signature(s) of Secured Party(ies) 
STANDARD FORM - FORM UCC-! 
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1862 BRUMMEL DRIVE, ELK GROVE VILLAGE. IL. 60007 
PHONE (708) 437-8660 
SOLD TO: 
_L 
DATE 
SHIP TO: 
5 / 2 0 / 9 1 
SOUTHERN UTAH DAIRY SPPLY 
20 E. HWY 119 
P.O. BOX 479 
GLENWOOD, UTAH 84730 UT 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ORDER 
PLEASE SEND REMITTANCE WITH YOUR PAYMENT TO 
P O BOX 17328, NEWARK, NJ 07194 
84730 
SOUTHERN UTAH DAIRY SPPLY 
20 E. HWY 119 
P.O. BOX 479 
GLENWOOD, UTAH 84730 UT 84730 
£ CUSTOMER NO. V SHIPPING INFORMATION 
TERMS 
C.O.D. 
V CUSTOMER P.O. ITAX-EXEMPT CERT. NOV
 ORD!£ES NO V SHIP DATE YSALES NO 
20600 PREPAY AND ADD UPS 
y 
HORROCKS DEALER $816407 5/17/91 B2000 
VirnJV—SOXRWR—v—QUANTITY—v 
Y U M Y 8HIPPED Y BACK ORDERED Y 
ITEM NUMBER 
~v~ ITEM DESCRIPTION 8HIPPB) T BACK ORDERED UNIT PRICE "V^ EXTENSION 
(4013-2614-0 iO M CLAW PIECE W/FXB 
- ITEM PREVIOUSLY BACKORDERED 
23.00 X DI8C0UNT 
EM 
TOTAL FREIGHT 
+ DISCOUNTABLE ITEM 
269.OO 2 , 6 9 0 . 0 0 
2 , 6 9 0 . 0 0 
672 .50 -
2 , 0 1 7 . 5 0 
10 . 85 
(WESTFAUAS ALL INVOICES ARE TO BE PAID IN U.S FUNDS ONLY 
BUSINESS FILE COPY 
TOTAL AMOUNT 
2 , 0 2 8 . 3 3 
Paul D. Lyman #4522 
Attorney for Defendant 
Westfalia Systemat 
250 North Main Street 
Richfield, Utah 84701 
Telephone: (801) 896-6812 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR WAYNE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
GAROLD HORROCKS, : 
Plaintiff, : STIPULATION REi 
MUJC ASSIGNMENTS 
VS, : 
WESTFALIA SYSTEMAT, a division : 
of Centrico, Inc., and MAGIC 
VALLEY QUALITY MILK PRODUCERS, INC. , : 
Case No. 920600010 
Defendants. : Judge Don V. Tibbs 
The parties hereby stipulate as follows regarding the attached milk 
assignment history! 
1. The attached, handwritten summary dated March 5, 1992, was 
prepared by an employee of the Defendant, Magic Valley Quality Milk Producers. 
2. The column headed "check date" indicates the dates that monies 
were withdrawn from the Plaintiff's milk account pursuant to the milk 
assignment of the Plaintiff to the Defendant, Westfalia Systemat. 
3. The first five $311.07 withdrawals were sent by Magic Valley to 
Westfalia. 
Page 2—Stipulation Re: Milk Assignments 
Garold Horrocks vs. Westfalia Systeraat, et al 
4. All other $311.07 withdrawals were retained by Magic Valley, and 
since February, 1993, Magic Valley has continued to withdraw and retain 
$311.07 every month. 
5. Magic Valley is holding these retained funds in an interest 
bearing account for dispersal as the court directs. 
DATED this I T^ day of June, 1993. 
/tlktfaifiLz>^ ' JatS 
MARCUS TAYLOR \ PAUL D. LYMAN /) 
Attorney for Plaiiytiff Attorney for Defendant, 
Westfalia Systemat 
MAGIC VALLEY 
QUALITY MILK PRODUCERS, INC. 
803 NORTH LINCOLN 
JEROME, IDAHO 83338 
(208)324-7519 
Marck 5-IW* * . — - , 
P<Ly *ext?> To WcsTFa h'a SysTe^s 
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